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Personalized medicine and molecular profiling repre-
sent inseparable terms. Only with the broad applica-
bility and low-level access to genomics and next gen-
eration sequencing techniques has it been possible to
implement precision medicine in the daily routine of
medical oncology. In fact, the increasing feasibility of
not solely tissue biopsies but also less invasive liquid
biopsies is currently again offering new opportunities.
As of 2022, molecular tumor profiling on (archived)
formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues us-
ing DNA/RNA sequencing techniques allows identi-
fication of a wide number of cancer growth-related
mutations and fusions that may proceed to treatment
planning. However, we had to learn in the past that
even if a druggable target exists, it is not given that
it (1) is a defined driver of the distinct disease and
(2) is clinically significant in the specific setting. Con-
sequently, molecular profiling requests not only the
technical abilities to perform such testing but also
deep and concise understanding of the target, corre-
sponding drugs, and tumor biology. Furthermore, we
need to distinguish clinical settings where no stan-
dard is available and next generation sequencing is
used to identify potential further therapies, such as
in the relapsed/refractory setting after exhaustion of
evidenced-based therapies (with multiple successful
examples previously published, e.g., the Austrian ex-
ample set in the EXACT trial by Prager G et al. [1]),
versus settings where molecular targeted treatments
are essential to the standard treatment algorithm. For
the latter, EGFR-driven therapies in lung cancer con-
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stitute one of the earliest successful applications and
recently a number of novel targeted drugs were ap-
proved in lung cancer, including KRAS, MET, and RET
inhibitors. Hence, for both the salvage setting and in-
creasingly for approved standard treatments, molec-
ular profiling is crucial for optimal patient manage-
ment.

In the current issue of memo, we provide an up-
date on molecular profiling in salvage therapy selec-
tion and clinical routine. Wolff et al. [2] introduce
different methods to classify molecular targets identi-
fied in precision medicine panels and how such tools
can support multidisciplinary tumor boards and indi-
vidual clinicians in clinical practice. For example, the
ESCAT score, developed by an ESMO working group,
provides a tier system to connect a target with a poten-
tial drug in a specific disease and estimates the level of
evidence behind the distinct target/drug combination
[3]. Klocker et al. [4] provide a concise overview on
how molecular profiling has not only resulted in new
therapeutic options in breast cancer, such as PIK3CA
or BRCA mutations, but also explain the enormous
opportunity of defining intrinsic subtypes with such
methods. Horvath et al. [5] emphasize that in ad-
vanced (andmore andmore also early stage) lung can-
cer, no therapy at all can be planned anymore without
assessment of molecular targets due to a variety of tar-
get–drug combinations approved for routine therapy.
They also discuss the opportunity of (re)sequencing
following treatment failure, which possibly allows de-
tection of mechanisms of acquired resistance. Finally,
Piringer et al. [6] present molecular subtypes of col-
orectal cancer, including relevant treatments, and pro-
vide guidance of when to test which targets.
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